
Muskoka Rock Executive Meeting, October 29th, 2019 

 

Attendees: Scott Lucas, Trevor Coulter, Tom Wray, Matt Rinaldi, Jody Gilles, Francis Bailey, Tracey 

Coulter, Jen Stephen, Crystal Neal 

Regrets: Jenna Marchildon, Ryan Oulahen, Kirk Alves 

 

Tournaments – 11 Peewee teams and 12 Atom Teams are registered right now.  We have a schedule for 

the peewee tourney and we will recycle the atom schedule from last season so that will make it easier. 

Francis has ordered the swag for all of the season’s tournaments (P,A, A LL, N). He has some new items 

for the teams and it is almost exactly the same cost. We have decided that we will definitely not feed 

the teams. We will give each team a case of Gatorade and a box of granola/clif bars as they register. We 

will look at the Atom LL and Novice LL tournament next. Jen will book them with the OMHA.  

Golf Tourney Follow up – the tournament went very well. We really need to look at etransfer, as many 

people wanted to do that. Having the square reader worked well. Very successful.  

Cranberry festival – We should stay with what we know, we will stick with the load in and out. The 

canteen was not successful and we will not take that on again.  

Picture Night – We are going to readjust the timing of the schedule and try to accommodate practices 

for as many teams as we can.  We will be taking a big, club picture. 

Jackets and Clothing – Initiation teams have placed their clothing orders. All teams had been notified 

about practice days that kids could try on sizes and place their orders. Bench staff receive 50% of first 

team jackets. A novice parent is returning the clothing samples on Nov. 6.  Emails will be sent out again 

stating that the clothing samples are in the canteen in Port Carling with order forms if anyone wishes to 

place an order before Nov. 6.  Cash or cheque to Muskoka Rock Minor Hockey. 

Equipment – Skate sharpener is in the Port arena.  Executive discussed pricing for tournaments and for 

Muskoka Rock players.  We would like to offer members a card, that can be purchased for $40 and 

player will receive 10 sharpens.  The list of people who can run the sharpener needs to be small.  One 

person on each team will be allowed to “sign out” the sharpener.  We will draw a list of expectations of 

how and when and who will be running the sharpener.  Jen will make cards for players to purchase and 

will be organized by team on key rings. 

Due to turnover in treasurer position, bumpers were not purchased at the start of the season.  Port 

arena will not allow us to store new bumpers in the arena, due to the space the boards take up and 

direction from the Fire Marshall. We received a donation from the Township to purchase bumpers so 

executive discussed different options to store bumpers in the Port arena that works for arena staff and 

follows fire code.  Bumpers will be purchased. 

Trevor would like to approach Port arena to build stick racks in the dressing room.  



Ryan and Jen cleaned out a previous company’s athletic equipment and are storing it in the Port arena. 

The exec discussed purchasing the equipment. Ryan will assess the cost of the equipment. If purchased, 

it will become Muskoka Rock property.  

Donor Update - The club received a donation from a private donor, for equipment, ice time and 

additional tournament money for teams. The club would like to make a donation to the Humphrey 

Sunday Night.  

Skateathon - Jody will be starting to work on that in the next few weeks. 

Colts Tickets - The forms will be sent out in the next week or so.  

John Duke plaque - John has asked about a plaque or sign to showcase the players who have won the 

big prize in previous years and hopes it might bolster support moving forward. Jen will contact signs by 

Andrea to get one made 

Framed Jersey - Adam Martin who purchased the Humboldt Jersey has donated it back to the club and 

would like to have it frames and placed in the Port Rink. We will look into costs and see what options 

might be out there for this.  

 

Meeting Adjourned 9:17 pm 

 

 

 

 

  


